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a b s t r a c t 

The mechanical behavior of cartilage tissue plays a crucial role in physiological mechanotransduction pro- 

cesses of chondrocytes and pathological changes like osteoarthritis. Therefore, intensive research activities 

focus on the identification of implant substitute materials that mechanically mimic the cartilage extra- 

cellular matrix. This, however, requires a thorough understanding of the complex mechanical behavior of 

both native cartilage and potential substitute materials to treat cartilage lesions. Here, we perform com- 

plex multi-modal mechanical analyses of human articular cartilage and two surrogate materials, com- 

mercially available ChondroFiller liquid , and oxidized alginate-gelatin (ADA-GEL) hydrogels. We show that 

all materials exhibit nonlinearity and compression-tension asymmetry. However, while hyaline cartilage 

yields higher stresses in tension than in compression, ChondroFiller liquid and ADA-GEL exhibit the op- 

posite trend. These characteristics can be attributed to the materials’ underlying microstructure: Both 

cartilage and ChondroFiller liquid contain fibrillar components, but the latter constitutes a bi-phasic struc- 

ture, where the 60% nonfibrillar hydrogel proportion dominates the mechanical response. Of all materi- 

als, ChondroFiller liquid shows the most pronounced viscous effects. The present study provides important 

insights into the microstructure-property relationship of cartilage substitute materials, with vital implica- 

tions for mechanically-driven material design in cartilage engineering. In addition, we provide a data set 

to create mechanical simulation models in the future. 

© 2020 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd on behalf of Acta Materialia Inc. 

This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license 

( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/ ) 
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Statement of significance 

Understanding the complex mechanical behavior of cartilage 
tissue and implant substitute materials - beyond a single 
modulus in a linear elastic regime - is key for tissue en- 
gineering applications and cartilage repair, where complex 
loading conditions and large deformations occur. We there- 
fore present a multi-modal mechanical assessment of hu- 
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ChondroFiller liquid and ADA-GEL hydrogels, with close con- 
sideration of the underlying microstructure. The results will 
have important implications for mechanically-driven material 
design in cartilage tissue engineering, and for any biomate- 
rial with a known microstructure. The provided dataset lays 
the ground for more reliable numerical simulations in the fu- 
ture to eventually reduce the necessity of tedious experimen- 
tal studies. 
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. Introduction 

Osteoarthritis (OA) is the most common degenerative disease of 

rticular joints with increasing frequency due to an aging popula- 

ion [1–4] . OA is characterized by alterations in the articular car- 

ilage, ligaments, capsule, and synovial membrane. Patients with 

A regularly suffer from severe pain and experience physical dis- 

bility alongside a reduction in the quality of life [2,4–6] . The pri- 

ary function of articular cartilage is to enable a lubricated artic- 

lar movement and the protection against cyclic compressive load- 

ngs during movement [6] . Hyaline cartilage is 2 up to 7 mm thick

nd is composed of an ECM built by chondrocytes. The ECM mainly 

onsists of water, proteoglycans, and different collagen types with 

ollagen II making up the majority of 90-95% of the ECM. Hya- 

ine cartilage is divided into several zones, wherein each zone has 

ts specific morphology and function, as illustrated in Fig. 1 a. The 

hin superficial zone (SZ, 10-20% of total thickness) comprises nu- 

erous flat chondrocytes and protects the deeper layers. The col- 

agen fibers are orientated tangentially to the surface (tangential 

bre zone). The SZ goes continuously into the middle zone (tran- 

ition zone, 40-60% of total thickness). Here the collagen fibers 

lign themselves along the arches of arcades (isotropically orien- 

ated collagen fibers). The primary function of the middle zone is 

he absorption of compressive forces. In the deep zone (radial fiber 

one, 30% of the total thickness), the chondrocytes and collagen 

bers are aligned in parallel and perpendicular to the SZ. This zone 

ffers the highest resistance to compressive forces [7] . The border 

o the calcified cartilage layer beneath is termed the tide mark. 

he calcified cartilage layer represents a transition and anchoring 

etween cartilage and bone [5,7,8] . 

Once damaged, articular cartilage has only a very low regen- 

ration potential due to low cell turnover and a lack of vascular- 

zation [5] . Conservative surgical therapeutic approaches to repair 

amaged articular cartilage via abrasion chondroplasty and micro 

racturing can trigger spontaneous healing and the formation of 

brous tissue. Other techniques based on transplantation strate- 
ig. 1. a) Schematic structure of hyaline cartilage with chondrocyte distribution and zon

ldehyde (ADA), and gelatine (GEL) hydrogel, forming an imine bond between amino gr

icrobial transglutaminase facilitate additional ionic and enzymatic crosslinking of the p

chematic has been reported in previous studies [16] . 

114 
ies, such as mosaicplasty and autologous-chondrocyte implanta- 

ion (ACI), or matrix-associated chondrocyte implantation (MACI), 

o not yield better results. Besides, there are disadvantages, such 

s a secondary intervention and damage to healthy cartilage by 

uch treatments [9,10] . The last resort for surgical therapy of OA 

s the total joint replacement. However, such a highly invasive 

echnique has a finite lifespan and can usually only be performed 

nce [2] . To overcome these disadvantages, current research efforts 

ostly focus on tissue engineering approaches. Tissue engineer- 

ng comprises three main building blocks: the scaffold material or 

iomaterial, biofactors, and chondrogenic cells [9,11] . The present 

ork focuses on the scaffold material, which should mimic the 

atural extracellular matrix (ECM). 

Frequently used materials in tissue engineering are hydrogels, 

hich are three-dimensional (3D) polymeric networks that can ab- 

orb a large amount of water up to thousands of times of their 

ry weight [12] . Due to their unique properties, they can well re- 

emble the properties of biological tissues, and specifically those 

f cartilage. The hydrogel polymer matrix can be based on a wide 

ariety of polymeric components, such as collagen-based, natural 

olysaccharide-based such as alginates or chitosan, or synthetic 

olymer-based such as polyethyleneglycols (PEG), to name just a 

ew. The biomaterial matrix is then seeded or infiltrated by cells 

re- or post-implantation [9,11] . 

In the current study, we focus on the commercially avail- 

ble collagen I-based hydrogel ChondroFiller liquid (Meidirx Bioma- 

erials GmbH, Esslingen Germany), an oxidized alginate-gelatine- 

ased hydrogel (ADA-GEL) [13,14] , and hyaline human cartilage. 

e specifically chose those materials as ChondroFiller liquid is fre- 

uently used in clinical practice for cartilage repair and the ADA- 

EL hydrogel system is a promising material with enough versa- 

ility and chemical functionalization capability to tackle the chal- 

enges associated with long-term cell culture in tissue engineering 

pplications [15] . 

The collagen type I in ChondroFiller liquid is obtained by acid ex- 

raction from rat tail tendons. In clinical practice, ChondroFiller liquid 
e division; b) Chemical structure of partially oxidised sodium alginate, alginate-di- 

oups of lysine and aldehyde groups of the ADA backbone (Schiff Base). Ca 2 + and 

olysaccharide chain (red) and the gelatine network (teal), respectively. A detailed 
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s directly injected into the cartilage defect (Outerbridge grade III- 

V) and forms a pressure-resistant gel to fill the defect. It provides 

he cells with a matrix into which they can migrate. 

Alginate-based hydrogels are prominently used for tissue en- 

ineering [17] . The main advantage of this system is the ease of 

onic crosslinking via divalent cations, such as Ca 2 + , Ba 2 + , and 

r 2 + [18,19] , as well as its biocompatibility [17] . However, pristine- 

lginate-based hydrogels lack sufficient degradability and cell ad- 

esion motifs [20,21] . Oxidized alginate (ADA)-based hydrogels of- 

er tuneability degradability as well as the potential for crosslink- 

ng with proteins via Schiff’s base formation ( Fig. 1 b) [20,22] . Thus,

his material system offers both, ionic crosslinking via cationic in- 

eraction as well as reversible covalent crosslinking via Schiff’s base 

ormation in the hydrogel [14] . Previous studies showed that ADA- 

EL hydrogels allow applicability in various tissue engineering ap- 

roaches, such as bone, blood vessel, and cartilage tissue engi- 

eering [15,23–29] . For instance, enzymatically crosslinked ADA- 

EL showed promising cell-material interaction with primary hu- 

an nasoseptal chondrocytes confirming that it allows for Col II 

nd glycosaminoglycans expression of the cells [29] . It was pos- 

ible to tailor the degradation behavior of ADA-GEL by enzymatic 

rosslinking using microbial transglutaminase to fabricate hydrogel 

atrices stable for up to 30 days of cell culture [16] . This renders

hem suitable for long-term cell culture required for cartilage tis- 

ue engineering applications. In addition, the use of temperature- 

reated ADA-GEL of high gelatin content allowed for improved 3D- 

rintability in comparison to previous ADA-GEL compositions [30] . 

s a result, 3D-printable high gelatin content ADA-GEL with en- 

ymatic crosslinking may be a suitable future matrix for carti- 

age regeneration applications. However, the detailed mechanical 

esponse of the hydrogel in comparison to native cartilage tissue 

till needs to be addressed. 

Factors such as the material’s biocompatibility, adhesion motifs, 

orosity, and biodegradability influence the short- and long-term 

ell response in the engineered tissue [31–33] . Bioactive molecules 

uch as proteins, growth factors, cytokines, or hormones, just to 

ame a few, can modulate cellular behavior due to biomolecular 

nteractions and cellular recognition [34–36,87] . Besides biomolec- 

lar cues, physical cues such as substrate stiffness can alter cell 

esponse and development through mechanosensing [37–39] . As a 

esult, the mechanical properties of scaffolds resulting in biome- 

hanical cues through cell-material interactions can dictate cell 

ehavior and are, therefore, vital for successful biomaterial de- 

ign and tissue engineering [9,11,40] . Importantly, both elastic and 

iscoelastic properties influence the mechanotransduction, differ- 

ntiation, migration, and proliferation of cells [40–49] . Lee et al. 

40] have shown that mechanical stress relaxation, hence stress 

issipation in the hydrogel caused by chondrocyte ECM expres- 

ion, is an important mechanotransducton factor to increase ECM 

xpression of chondrocytes in fast relaxing hydrogels. In addition, 

revious studies have shown that pathological changes in carti- 

age or degradation of the proteoglycan matrix result in mechan- 

cal changes of the tissue [50,51] . As a result, the mechanical char- 

cterization of both native and engineering materials is becoming 

ncreasingly important in the field of tissue engineering. It is es- 

ential to compare the mechanics of cartilage and the ingrown im- 

lant as a performance criterion [52] . 

Understanding the complex mechanical behavior of scaffold 

aterials is not only important for cell fate in tissue engineering 

ut also enables to develop in silico computer models for numerical 

imulations. With the help of such simulations, magnitude, orien- 

ation and location of stresses and strains within the scaffold ma- 

erials can be predicted, and conclusions can be drawn about the 

echanoactive transduction of chondrocytes. Computational pre- 

ictions allow us to separate or extract different effects on the 

echanotransduction between ECM and chondrocytes under me- 
115 
hanical and electrical loading, such as strain levels, strain direc- 

ion, or electrical fields [49,53] . Both natural cartilage and hydro- 

els are exposed to mechanical loadings when used as implants. 

he corresponding stress and strain states can be assessed and pre- 

icted through numerical simulations, which help to better under- 

tand their unique resistance against loading [54,55] . 

A still unsolved question is how the function, microstructure 

nd physiology of cartilage is related to its mechanical behavior. 

he question arises which mechanical parameters affect cells in 

artilage or are critical for the success of implant materials. Nu- 

erous studies have investigated different mechanical parameters 

f hydrogels and cartilage. The most frequently used tests to as- 

ess the time-dependent viscoelastic behavior are stress relaxation 

xperiments in confined or unconfined compression [49,56–59] . 

imilarly, the loading segment during compression tests has been 

sed to investigate the time-dependent or rate-dependent behav- 

or [60] . In addition, cyclic loading conditions have shown effects 

uch as the Mullins effect, conditioning, and recovery [61–64] . In- 

erestingly, the measured properties are sensitive to a change in 

he polymer concentration and thus reveal information about the 

hemical structure of the material [56] . Although human cartilage 

xperiences relatively high strains (up to 10% principal strain) in 

ivo when loaded in compression direction with only half of the 

ody weight [65] , most previous studies have not considered large 

eformations, different loading modes, and the entire loading his- 

ory [3] . Often the mechanical tests for parameter identification for 

umerical simulations only represent one loading mode or are lim- 

ted to the time-independent behavior [55,66] . If material param- 

ters are determined based on data from a single loading mode, 

owever, they do not well represent the behavior under differ- 

nt loading conditions [67] . To allow for reliable predictions, it is, 

herefore, key to test at least the loading modes, loading levels, and 

ime scales that will occur during the application of interest. 

In the present work, we investigate the mechanical behavior of 

uman hyaline articular cartilage, ChondroFiller liquid , and ADA-GEL 

nder large deformations and multiple loading modes. We study 

he conditioning behavior through cyclic compression and tension 

ests, supplemented by stress relaxation experiments. To link the 

acroscopic mechanical response to the materials’ underlying mi- 

rostructure, we examine collagen-based ChondroFiller liquid hydro- 

els by using multiphoton Second Harmonic Generation (SHG) mi- 

roscopy. We aim to generate a data set that is not only valuable 

or applications in tissue engineering but will also serve as a basis 

o calibrate numerical models in the future that can predict stress 

nd strain states in native and artificial cartilage. 

. Materials and Methods 

.1. Materials 

.1.1. Cartilage specimens 

We obtained one left knee from a human cadaver. The body 

onor was a 62 year old woman who died of liver and kid- 

ey failure. We pre-punched cylindrical cartilage samples from 

he condyle and extracted them with a scalpel, as illustrated in 

ig. 2 . The specimens had a diameter of approximately 8 mm and a 

eight of approximately 2 mm, as illustrated in Fig. 3 a. The height 

f the specimens was restricted by the natural cartilage thickness. 

ue to the higher stiffness of native cartilage compared to the hy- 

rogels, fewer boundary effects can be expected. The native car- 

ilage was kept refrigerated at 4 °C and hydrated by phosphate 

uffered saline solution to minimize tissue degradation. 

.1.2. ChondroFiller liquid 

ChondroFiller liquid is a two-chamber syringe system and was 

rovided by the Meidrix Biomedicals GmbH (Esslingen, Germany). 
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Fig. 2. Left knee cartilage with specimen location and number: Overview of conducted tests on specimens. Herds of osteoarthritis are schematically marked. 

Fig. 3. Experimental setup. a) Cartilage specimen. b) ChondroFiller liquid specimen. c) ADA-GEL specimen. d) Rheometer with upper sample holder and immersion cup. e) 

Specimen mounted to the testing setup, glued on its top and bottom surfaces. 
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he larger chamber contains 10 mg/ml collagen type I and the 

maller chamber gel neutralization solution. The gel neutraliza- 

ion solution consists of water, HEPES buffer (Gibco HEPES, 4-(2- 

ydroxyethyl)-1-piperazineethanesulfonic acid, Thermofisher Sci- 

ntific, Germany), NaCl and NaOH. We applied the content of the 

yringe in cylindrical shaped silicone molds with a diameter of 

 mm and a height of 4 mm. The hydrogel specimen height of 

 mm (see Fig. 3 b) was chosen to reduce edge effects. Figure S1

hows one syringe with ChondroFiller liquid and the silicon mold. 

he collagen gelates when its pH value of 3.8 is adjusted by mixing 

t with the gel neutralization buffer. The final scaffold has a con- 

entration of 8 mg/ml collagen. On the top of the open scaffold, we 

ut glass coverslips to ensure an even surface geometry. We kept 

he mold with the scaffolds refrigerated for 24 h at 4 °C to trigger 

elation. We tested all samples within the next 12 hours. 

.1.3. Oxidized alginate-gelatine (ADA-GEL) hydrogels 

Material synthesis. Alginate di-aldehyde (ADA) was synthesized 

y controlled oxidation of sodium alginate (average molecular 

eight (Mw) ~250 kg mol −1 [68] , ~46% guluronic acid, ~54% man- 

uronic acid [68] , VIVAPHARM PH176, by JRS PHARMA GmbH & 

o. KG, Germany) as described earlier [14] . All reaction steps were 

erformed in the absence of light. In brief, 10 g of alginate were 

ispersed in a mixture of ethanol (50 ml) and water (50 ml, MilliQ 

ltra-pure, Merck, Germany) containing 9.375 mmol NaIO 4 . Next, 

he reaction was stirred for 6 hours at 22 °C (room temperature, 

T). To quench the reaction, 10 ml of ethylene glycol (VWR chemi- 
116 
als international, USA) were added, followed by additional stirring 

or 30 minutes. The reaction product was allowed to sediment for 

 minutes, followed by decanting of the ethanol. The oxidized algi- 

ate was transferred to dialysis tubes (MWCO: 6500 kDA, Repligen, 

SA) and dialyzed for 7 days against 17 L of ultra-pure water. The 

roduct was frozen for at least 24 hours and lyophilized using a 

reeze dryer (Alpha 1-2LD plus, Martin Christ, Germany) 

Hydrogel formation. For ADA-GEL hydrogel specimen prepara- 

ion, ADA (7.5% (w/v)) in phosphate buffered saline solution, 5 ml) 

nd 5 ml GEL (7.5% (w/v), in H 2 O MilliQ, 5 ml) (Typ A, Bloom 300,

igma Aldrich, Germany) were homogenously mixed for 10 min- 

tes at RT. GEL was pre-treated by dissolving the gelatin in H 2 O at

0 °C for 3 hours under continuous stirring as described elsewhere 

16,30] . The ADA-GEL hydrogel precursor (200 μl) was moulded in 

ustom-made cylindrical polydimethylsiloxan (PDMS, Sylgard 184, 

WR chemicals international, USA) molds (diameter, d = 8 mm) to 

ield hydrogel cylinders of height = 4 mm, d = 8 mm Fig. 3 . The

amples were crosslinked in 0.1 M CaCl 2 containing 2.5% (w/v) mi- 

robial transglutaminase (mTG, Ajinomoto Co.,Inc, ACTIVA® WM, 

5 – 135 U/g, Japan) for 24 hours to ensure homogenous crosslink- 

ng throughout the hydrogels. 

.2. Experimental setup 

To perform the mechanical characterization, we used a Discov- 

ry HR-3 Rheometer from TA instruments (New Castle, Delaware, 

SA), as shown in Fig. 3 d. First, we glued a circular piece of sand-
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Table 1 

Testing procedures for the qualitative characterization of the material behavior (n = 1). 

Procedures Loading mode Loading profile nominal strain Strain rate [1/s] cycles material 

I Cyclic 

compression 

Compression sinusoidal 0.15 0.13 ten ChondroFiller liquid 

ADA-GEL 

triangle Cartilage 

II Cyclic 

tension 

Tension sinusoidal 0.15 0.13 ten ChondroFiller liquid 

& ADA-GEL 

0.025 Cartilage 

III Cyclic 

compression 

-tension 

compression 

and tension 

sinusoidal 0.15 0.13 ten ChondroFiller liquid 

& ADA-GEL 

IV Stepwise 

increasing 

max. strain 

compression 

and tension 

sinusoidal 0.15; 0.20; 0.25 0.13 three each strain ChondroFiller liquid & 

ADA-GEL 

Compression triangle 0.10; 0.20 Cartilage 

V Recovery Compression sinusoidal 0.15 0.13 three 

ChondroFiller liquid & ADA- 

GEL 

triangle Cartilage 

VI Stress 

relaxation 

compression 

and tension 

sinusoidal 0.05; 0.10; 0.15 highest possible 

loading speed 

(6,000 μm/s) 

one 

ChondroFiller liquid & 

ADA-GEL 

Compression Cartilage 
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aper onto the upper specimen holder and the heating plate with 

 thin layer of cyanoacrylate to increase the contact surface. Af- 

er that, we placed the immersion cup on the Peltier element, 

o ensure a constant 37 °C environment during testing. We glued 

ach specimen with cyanoacrylate adhesive to the upper specimen 

older, and applied adhesive to the lower surface of the specimen. 

hen, we lowered the upper specimen holder until we detected an 

xial force of 0.01 N showing that contact between the specimen 

nd the heating plate was established, as illustrated in Fig. 3 e. To 

revent the specimen from dehydration, we filled the cup with cell 

ulture medium (DMEM) until the specimen was fully immersed in 

uid. For data evaluation, we used the software MATLAB (version 

2019b, The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, Massachusetts, USA). 

.2.1. Testing procedures 

Firstly, we performed a series of testing procedures to thor- 

ughly assess the mechanical characteristics of the different ma- 

erials. In total, we conducted six testing protocols under differ- 

nt loading modes, compression and tension, and different load- 

ng conditions, cyclic loading and stress relaxation experiments, to 

ssess the nonlinear, conditioning, and hysteretic behavior in an 

nconfined testing setup. All testing procedures I-VI for the qual- 

tative characterization were performed on a single representative 

pecimen from each of the three materials and are summarized in 

able 1 . 

The first testing protocols (I-III) consisted of ten loading cy- 

les in compression and tension, separately and combined. For the 

hondroFiller liquid and ADA-GEL specimens, we applied a maxi- 

um strain of 15%, corresponding to stretches of λ = 0 . 85 in com- 

ression and λ = 1 . 15 in tension. Due to the higher stiffness of hu-

an cartilage, we had to limit the maximum strain in tension 

o 2.5%, as the glued specimens would have detached at higher 

trains. To even better understand the conditioning behavior of the 

ifferent materials, we additionally performed cyclic experiments 

t stepwise increasing maximum strains (procedure IV). 

To answer the important question whether conditioning is ir- 

eversible resulting from damage or permanent remodeling, such 

s the Mullins effect, or whether it is the result of the material 

iscoelasticity, and thus reversible, we performed two cyclic com- 

ression tests up to 15% strain separated by a 60 minutes recov- 

ry period (procedure V). During the recovery period, the sample 

emained glued in the testing setup and was surrounded by cell 

edium (DMEM). In addition, we investigated potentially nonlin- 
117 
ar time-dependent effects through a series of stress relaxation 

ests at different maximum strains. Here, we chose a maximum 

oading speed of 6,0 0 0 μm/s to imitate an instantaneous loading. 

he specimen was loaded at four different strains in compression 

rst, and afterwards in tension with a holding period of 100 s (pro- 

edure VI). 

We note that we had to use different loading profiles for the 

ydrogels (ChondroFiller liquid and ADA-GEL) and the native carti- 

age, respectively, as indicated in Table 1 . While a sinusoidal load- 

ng profile allowed us to continuously record data during testing, 

he velocity in positive z-direction was fixed to 500 μm/s. Thus, 

or the much stiffer native cartilage, we reached the maximum 

orce limit of the rheometer. Therefore, we instead used a triangu- 

ar loading profile to enable the accurate adjustment of the velocity 

n both tension and compression. Due to the limited sampling rate 

f recorded stresses at high speeds, the data was not completely 

ecorded during the directional change from compression to ten- 

ion and vice versa. Therefore, in these instances, the curves were 

tted to polynomial functions to extrapolate missing data points. 

In addition to these protocols, which aimed to qualitatively 

haracterize the materials, we performed a combined testing pro- 

ocol, as summarized in Table 2 , to generate a data set for quantita-

ive material parameter identification. For ChondroFiller liquid (n = 9) 

nd ADA-GEL (n = 8), we started with cyclic compression-tension 

oadings with a maximum nominal strain of 0.1 for three cycles, 

nd another three cycles with a maximum nominal strain of 0.2. 

his was followed by a relaxation test in compression and in ten- 

ion with a maximum nominal strain of 0.15 each. For cartilage 

n = 3), we had to reduce the nominal strain in all tests since 

he specimens detached during tensile loading, and the maximum 

orce of the rheometer was reached at 500 μm/s. 

.2.2. Multiphoton Microscopy Imaging 

For the analysis of the hydrogel microstructure of collagenous 

ChondroFiller liquid ) and gelatin (ADA-GEL)-based hydrogels, Sec- 

nd Harmonic Generation imaging (SHG) was conducted using 

 multiphoton microscope (TriMScope II, LaVision BioTec, Biele- 

eld, Germany). Fibrillar collagen was analyzed using nonlinear fre- 

uency doubling caused by collagen fibrils via multiphoton SHG 

69] . A modelocked ps-pulsed Ti:Sa laser (Chameleon vision II, Co- 

erent, Santa Clara, USA) at 810 nm wavelength was used to excite 

HG signals. A single bandpass filter (405/20 nm, Chroma Tech- 

ology group, Acal BFi Germany GmbH, Germany) in combination 
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Table 2 

Combined testing protocol for material parameter identification (ChondroFiller liquid : n = 9, ADA-GEL: n = 8, Cartilage: n = 3). 

Protocol for combined test ChondroFiller liquid and ADA-GEL Cartilage 

nominal strain cycles holding time [s] velocity [μm/s] nominal strain cycles holding time [s] velocity [μm/s] 

cyclic compression and tension 0.1 3 - 500 0.01 3 - 500 

cyclic compression and tension 0.2 3 - 500 0.025 3 - 500 

stress relaxation in compression 0.15 - 150 6000 0.05 - 1000 6000 

stress relaxation in tension 0.15 - 150 6000 - 

Fig. 4. a-c) Representative conditioning behavior in unconfined cyclic compression for human cartilage, ChondroFiller liquid and ADA-GEL with a nominal strain of 0.15, 

corresponding to a stretch of 0.85; d-f) Hysteresis area as a function of the loading cycle number for cartilage, ChondroFiller liquid and ADA-GEL. The hysteresis area of the 

stress-stretch curve represents the dissipated energy during each loading cycle. 
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ith non-descanned ultrasensitive photomultiplier tubes (PMT, H 

422-40 LV 5 M, Hamamatsu Photonics, Japan) was used to de- 

ect the SHG signal in transmission and backscatter orientation 

70] . To visualize non-fibrillar hydrogel components, sample two- 

hoton (2P) excited autofluorescence (AF) was recorded using a 

25/50 nm single bandpass filter (Chroma Technology group) and 

 non-descanned PMT in a backscattered configuration. The voxel 

ize of acquired stacks was 0.8 × 0.8 × 2 μm with a field of view

f 400 × 400 μm and a stack depth of 500 μm. Orientation analy- 

is and quantification of fibrous hydrogel content were performed 

rom z-stacks (n = 3) with 745 slices using a custom written Im- 

geJ macro (Image J software, imageJ.nih.gov) [71] . Hydrogel spec- 

mens of ChondroFiller liquid in an unloaded state after compressive 

oading were analysed using SHG. For comparison, ADA-GEL hydro- 

els were analysed, featuring gelatin as a denatured form of colla- 

en as a hydrogel component. 

. Results 

.1. Recovery test 

Fig. 4 a-c show the stress-stretch response of cartilage, 

hondroFiller liquid and ADA-GEL during two sets of three loading 

ycles in unconfined compression up to 15% strain, correspond- 

ng to a stretch of 0.85, separated by a 60 min recovery period 

testing procedure V). For cartilage and ADA-GEL, the results in- 

icate that after 60 minutes, the specimens were fully recovered 

nd showed a similar mechanical behavior during the initial load- 

ng. ChondroFiller liquid , in contrast, displayed maximum stresses of 

nly approximately 70% of the initial maximum stress after the one 

our recovery period. This observation motivated us to perform an 

dditional recovery test (for ChondroFiller liquid only) with a recov- 

ry period of only 20 minutes instead of 60 minutes, which, in- 

erestingly, showed a maximum force of 50% of the initial loading 

esponse. 
118 
.2. Conditioning behavior 

.2.1. Cyclic compression 

Fig. 5 a to c show the representative mechanical response of 

artilage, ChondroFiller liquid and ADA-GEL during cyclic unconfined 

ompression tests. Cartilage and ChondroFiller liquid displayed a pro- 

ounced nonlinearity in the stress-stretch relation and strain- 

tiffening, while ADA-GEL shows only slight nonlinearity. All ma- 

erials showed a decrease in the hysteresis area after the first, sec- 

nd and third loading cycle. This effect was most pronounced for 

hondroFiller liquid , as shown in Fig. 5 e. Furthermore, we observe a 

ecrease in the maximum stresses between the first, second and 

hird loading cycle, whereas only minor conditioning takes place 

or all subsequent cycles. While we observed an almost constant 

ffset force at 0% strain for cartilage and ChondroFiller liquid , for 

DA-GEL the offset increased with each cycle. Therefore, we can 

ostly attribute the continuing conditioning of ADA-GEL after the 

hird cycle to an increasing offset force. 

.2.2. Cyclic tension 

Fig. 6 depicts the conditioning behavior of cartilage, 

hondroFiller liquid and ADA-GEL under cyclic unconfined tension 

oading. The qualitative mechanical behavior of ChondroFiller liquid 

nd ADA-GEL in tension is comparable to the material response in 

ompression. We note that for the cartilage specimen, we had to 

educe the load to a nominal strain of only 0.025, as described in 

ection 2.2.1 . The risk that the sample detached from the specimen 

older can also be seen in Fig. 6 a, where we observe a drop in the

tresses during the third cycle of loading. In direct comparison to 

he compression of cartilage at higher strains, the tissue shows a 

ather linear nominal stress-stretch behavior similar to ADA-GEL 

n both tension and compression. Still, cartilage shows more 

ronounced conditioning effects and a larger hysteresis. Similar to 

ur observations under compression, the hysteresis area decreases 

uring the first three loading cycles but stays almost constant 

fter that for all materials (see Fig. 6 d-f). 
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Fig. 5. Representative nominal stress versus stretch behavior of a) human cartilage, b) ChondroFiller liquid , and c) ADA-GEL for two unconfined compression tests with three 

cycles each, separated by a 60 min recovery period. 
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.2.3. Cyclic compression-tension 

Fig. 7 shows cyclic compression-tension tests in an uncon- 

ned testing setup with a maximum nominal strain of 0.15. Both 

hondroFiller liquid and ADA-GEL exhibit a compression-tension 

symmetry with higher stresses in compression than in tension. 

hile ChondroFiller liquid shows a highly nonlinear behavior, ADA- 

EL only shows minor nonlinearity, as already observed in the in- 

ividual cyclic compression and tension loadings. We also observe 

imilar conditioning effects as for the individual experiments in 

igs. 5 and 6 . Especially for ChondroFiller liquid , the hysteresis area 

ecreases with increasing loading cycles. 

.2.4. Stepwise increasing maximum strain 

Fig. 8 a to c shows the nominal stress versus stretch behavior of 

artilage, ChondroFiller liquid and ADA-GEL for cyclic compression- 

ension loadings with stepwise increasing maximum strain. We 

oaded the specimens with three cycles per strain level. Again, it 

as not possible to subject the cartilage sample to high tensile 

trains, so that we limited the loading to compression only. Pro- 

ounced conditioning occurred after each loading cycle and for 

ach new strain level. Futhermore, the strain-stiffening is shifted 

o higher strains when a higher strain level is applied. 

.3. Stress relaxation behavior 

Fig. 9 a to f display the normalized stress relaxation behavior 

f cartilage (a,d), ChondroFiller liquid (b,e) and ADA-GEL (c,f) for 

ifferent strain levels. In compression, cartilage, ChondroFiller liquid 

nd ADA-GEL show no difference in the relaxed stress levels af- 

er 100 s of holding time. In tension, ADA-GEL relaxes faster when 

oaded to only 0.05 nominal strain compared to 0.10, 0.15 and 0.2 
119 
ominal strain. ChondroFiller liquid showed the fastest stress relax- 

tion, where 0.12 ±0.03 of the initial nominal stress was reached 

fter 100 s, followed by cartilage with 0.35 ±0.04 and ADA-GEL 

.81 ±0.03 of the initial nominal stress. After an extended holding 

ime of 1,0 0 0 s, cartilage further relaxed to a value of 0.11 ±0.01 of

he initial nominal stress, as illustrated in Fig. 9 d. 

In tension, ChondroFiller liquid showed a slower relaxation be- 

avior with 0.45 ±0.03 of the initial nominal stress compared to 

.12 ±0.03 in compression. For ADA-GEL, we observed a similar be- 

avior as in compression, despite the deviation at 0.05 nominal 

train, with a value of 0.81 of the initial nominal stress reached 

fter 100 s. 

.4. Combined Tests 

Fig. 10 displays the average results with standard deviations 

rom the combined testing protocol summarized in Table 2 . Similar 

o the observations in Section 3.2.3, ChondroFiller liquid and ADA- 

EL show a compression-tension asymmetry with higher stresses 

n compression than in tension. In contrast, human cartilage ex- 

ibits higher stresses in tension than in compression for both 0.01 

nd 0.025 maximum nominal strains. Unlike the response under 

ompression only, the stresses do not drop between the first and 

econd cycle under compressive loading. This could be attributed 

o the offset force that arises from tensile loading. This high offset 

or cartilage in tension was also observed in Section 3.2.2. The hys- 

eresis area highly depends on the strain level and decreases with 

onsecutive loading cycles (see Fig. 11 ). Interestingly, for higher 

ompressive strains of 0.2, even the response of ADA-GEL becomes 

onlinear, as illustrated in Fig. 10 f. 
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Fig. 6. a-c) Representative conditioning behavior in unconfined cyclic tension for human cartilage, ChondroFiller liquid , ADA-GEL with a nominal strain of 0.15, corresponding 

to a stretch of 1.15, for Chondrfiller liquid and ADA-GEL, and a strain of 0.025, corresponding to a stretch of 1.025 for cartilage; e-f) Hysteresis area as a function of the loading 

cycle number for cartilage, ChondroFiller liquid and ADA-GEL. The hysteresis area of the stress-stretch curve represents the dissipated energy during each loading cycle. 

Fig. 7. Representative cyclic compression-tension response during ten loading cycles with maximum nominal strain of 0.15 for ChondroFiller liquid and ADA-GEL. 
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In addition, the stress relaxation experiments with a holding 

ime of 150s in Fig. 10 g-i generally agree with the previously ob- 

erved trends. For human cartilage and ChondroFiller liquid almost 

0% of the initial stress has relaxed after 150s, while ADA-GEL 

nly shows a 20% decrease in stresses within the same amount 

f time. The exemplary responses of cartilage and ADA-GEL in 

ection 3.3 lie within the standard deviation of the stress relax- 

tion tests performed during the combined testing protocol. For 

hondroFiller liquid 
, however, the relaxation is slightly faster in com- 
t  

120 
ression and slower in tension than reported in Section 3.3 Table 3 . 

ummarizes the characteristic time constants corresponding to the 

ealaxtion curves in Fig. 10 g-i and k-l. We determine the time 

onstants by adopting a multi-term Prony series σ (t) = σ∞ 

+ 

 σi − σ∞ 

] 
n ∑ 

i =1 

exp ( −t/ τi ) , with n characteristic time constants τi . We 

ound the best approximation for a two-term Prony series. The 

hort and long time scales of all the three materials differ by 

bout one order of magnitude. Both time constants of human car- 

ilage in compression, τ1 = 16 . 76 s and τ2 = 210 . 47 s , are approxi-
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Fig. 8. Representative nominal stress versus stretch behavior of a) human cartilage, b) ChondroFiller liquid and c) ADA-GEL under cyclic unconfined compression-tension 

loading with stepwise increasing maximum nominal strain and three cycles per strain level. 

Fig. 9. Normalized stress relaxation behavior of human cartilage, ChondroFiller liquid and ADA-GEL and corresponding values of the relative nominal stress remaining after 

the holding time with respect to the initial stress (mean ±STD). a) to c) Normalized stress relaxation curves in compression for different strain levels with a holding time 

of 100s. d) Normalized stress relaxation behavior of human cartilage in compression with a holding time of 1,0 0 0 s. e) and f) Normalized stress relaxation behavior of 

ChondroFiller liquid and ADA-GEL in tension for different strain levels and a holding time of 100 s. 
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ately twice as high as those of ADA-GEL with τ1 = 8 . 82 s and τ2 =
7 . 85 s . The time constants of ChondroFiller liquid , τ1 = 6 . 89 s and

2 = 64 . 34 s , are lowest, indicating that this material relaxes 

astest. The time constants for tensile loadings are slightly lower 

ut in the same range as those for compressive loading. 

In a direct comparison, natural human cartilage exhibits the 

tiffest response, followed by ADA-GEL, while ChondroFiller liquid 

hows the softest mechanical response. For all loading conditions, 

he standard deviation is highest for ADA-GEL specimens and low- 
liquid 
st for ChondroFiller . This can be attributed to the fact that we 

m

121 
bserved a slight stiffening of the ADA-GEL specimens during the 

ay of testing. 

.5. Imaging 

Fig. 12 depicts 2P microscopy images of hyaline cartilage tis- 

ue, ChondroFiller liquid , and ADA-GEL. It was possible to visualize 

he microstructure of the ChondroFiller liquid hydrogels, while ADA- 

EL hydrogels were transparent for the light excitation (810 nm / 

05 nm) with neither auto fluorescence (AF, red) nor Second Har- 

onic Generation (SHG) signal ( Fig. 12 a). A dense hydrogel struc- 
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Fig. 10. Average mechanical response with corresponding shaded standard deviations (SD) for combined testing protocol in Table 2 . a) to c) Cyclic compression-tension with 

a maximum nominal strain of 0.01 for human cartilage and 0.1 for ChondroFiller liquid and ADA-GEL, three cycles each. d) to f) Cyclic compression–tension with a maximum 

nominal strain of 0.025 for cartilage and 0.2 for ChondroFiller liquid and ADA-GEL, three cycles each. g) to i) Stress relaxation in compression with a maximum nominal strain 

of 0.05 for human cartilage and 0.15 for ChondroFiller liquid and ADA-GEL with a holding time of 150 s. j) Stress relaxation of human cartilage with a 1,0 0 0 s holding time. k) 

to l) Stress relaxation in tension with a maximum nominal strain of 0.15 for ChondroFiller liquid and ADA-GEL with a holding time of 150 s. 

122 
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Fig. 11. Hysteresis area for cyclic experiments of the combined testing protocol in Table 2 for human cartilage, ChondroFiller liquid and ADA-GEL for two different strain levels. 

The hysteresis area represents the dissipated energy during each loading cycle. 

Fig. 12. Multiphoton microscopy images of cartilage, ChondroFiller liquid , and ADA-GEL. a) 2P microscopy images with autofluorescence (red) and Second Harmonic Generation 

(backward bSHG, green; forward fSHG, teal) of natural hyaline cartilage (in plane), ChondroFiller liquid (cross-sectional), and ADA-GEL (in plane, 450 μm depth). ADA-GEL 

appeared mostly transparent without the presence of any fibrous structure. b) Detail images of ChondroFiller liquid in unloaded state and after compressive loading. A crack 

formation is visible in the material (white dashed line). c) Detail 2P images of ChondroFiller liquid with fibrous strucuture visible (bSHG, fSHG). Quantification (n = 3) of 

fibrous (bSHG and fSHG) and non-fibrous ChondroFiller liquid hydrogel volume-fractions. Data are shown as box plots with mean (horizontal line) and whiskers for minimum 

and maximum values. d) Angles of fiber orientations, mean ± SD, data traces for each evaluated slice in white (745 slices, n = 3 stacks) analyzed using ImageJ. 
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ure with embedded chondrons was observed for native cartilage 

issue ( Fig.12 a). Only a limited penetration depth into the cartilage 

ample was observed, due to little light transparency of the tissue. 

hondroFiller liquid showed a bi-phasic hydrogel structure ( Fig. 12 a- 

) with regions of fibrous hydrogel (teal, green) corresponding 

o forward and backward Second Harmonics (fSHG, bSHG), re- 

pectively, as well as non-fibrous hydrogel regions (AF). The sur- 

ace of the ChondroFiller liquid hydrogels consisted of a dense, fi- 

rous network ( Fig. 12 b). We observed a crack formation in one 

f the analyzed ChondroFiller liquid samples (n = 3) after load- 

ng ( Fig. 12 b), dashed white box). The fibrous hydrogel content 

s

123 
f ChondroFiller liquid was ~ 40% (c), with small and large fibrous 

ydrogel components in the hydrogel ( Fig. 12 c), image bottom- 

eft), which confirmed the partially fibrous, collagen-based hydro- 

el composition. A preferential orientation of ~ -45 ° to the hydro- 

el surface of the microfibers inside the hydrogel was observed 

 Fig. 12 d). 

. Discussion 

The regeneration of damaged cartilage tissue remains a major 

hallenge in clinical practice. The present work provides new in- 

ights into the complex mechanical behavior of human articular 
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Table 3 

Characteristic time constants for stress relaxation experiments in com- 

pression ( Fig. 12 g-i) and tension (Figure 13k and l) of human cartilage, 

ChondroFiller liquid and ADA-GEL. 

Cartilage ChondroFiller liquid ADA-GEL 

Compression τ 1 16.76 s 6.89 s 8.82 s 

τ 2 210.47 s 64.34 s 97.85 s 

Tension τ 1 - 5.96 s 8.52 s 

τ 2 - 49.22 s 74.77 s 
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artilage and two substitute materials, ChondroFiller liquid and ADA- 

EL, under compression and tension loadings. Both hydrogel sys- 

ems are used for regenerative medicine and tissue engineering 

pproaches. Our systematic study combined several testing proce- 

ures, revealing important mechanical characteristics such as non- 

inearity, recovery, conditioning behavior, and stress relaxation of 

he different materials, by closely taking into account the underly- 

ng material microstructure. In addition to a systematic study re- 

ealing characteristic qualitative mechanical features of the differ- 

nt materials, we have performed a series of experiments involving 

ifferent loading modes to generate a comprehensive data set to 

dentify material parameters for mechanical numerical simulations 

n the future. 

.1. The nonlinear stress-strain response traces to the underlying 

icrostructure 

The present study has shown that human articular carti- 

age, ChondroFiller liquid and ADA-GEL, exhibit a nonlinear and 

ompression-tension asymmetric mechanical response. While car- 

ilage tissue yields higher stresses under tensile than under com- 

ressive loading, ChondroFiller liquid and ADA-GEL show the oppo- 

ite trend. This disparity is an intriguing observation since both 

hondroFiller liquid and cartilage contain fibrillar structures (Fig- 

re 12). It has been shown that fibrillar materials exhibit higher 

tresses in tension than in compression due to the distinct con- 

ribution of the fibers [66,72] . The reversed compression-tension 

symmetry for ChondroFiller liquid may be attributed to its under- 

ying biphasic microstructure, featuring a layer-like assembly of fi- 

rous and non-fibrous phases with a preferential fiber orientation 

f ~ −45 ° to the hydrogel surface (Figure 12). Considering the vol- 

me fraction of 60% non-fibrillar hydrogel components to 40% fib- 

illar components, we assume that the compression-tension asym- 

etry is dominated by the behavior of the non-fibrous hydrogel. 

his notion is supported by the observation that ADA-GEL hydro- 

els, which show no fibrillar regions in the 2P microscopy images, 

ndeed exhibit higher stresses in compression than in tension. This 

lso agrees well with previously reported data for non-fibrillar ma- 

erials in the literature [73] . 

ChondroFiller liquid and cartilage both show pronounced strain- 

tiffening for increasing strains. This is consistent with previous 

esults in the literature [66,72] , demonstrating that strain stiffen- 

ng occurs when fibers in a fibrillar network are immobilized un- 

er tensile loading [72] . In contrast, strain stiffening for ADA-GEL 

pecimens is much less pronounced ( Fig. 10 f). As reported in litera- 

ure, pure gelatin exhibits mostly a linear response with no signif- 

cant difference between compression and tension [40,73] . In the 

DA-GEL blend, the linear contribution of GEL superimposes the 

onlinear mechanical contribution of the alginate. A similar effect 

f concentration-dependent nonlinearity has been observed for the 

LG-GEL hydrogel system [73] . As a result, increasing the GEL con- 

entration to achieve enhanced three-dimensional (3D) printabil- 

ty [30] for cartilage tissue engineering applications, will not only 

lter the cell adhesion [16] and processing properties [30] of the 

ydrogel, but will also affect its mechanical response. In addition, 
124 
he enzymatic crosslinking by microbial transglutaminase used in 

he present work facilitates network formation of the GEL phase 

16] , which further explains the almost linear compression-tension 

ehavior observed ( Fig. 8 c, Fig. 10 ). We note that it may be possi-

le to tune the response of ADA-GEL to more closely resemble the 

esponse of ChondroFiller liquid or cartilage by adapting concentra- 

ions and crosslinking. 

Taken together, our results highlight that it is crucial to un- 

erstand the underlying microstructure of hydrogels developed 

s proxy-materials for cartilage substitution to estimate and pre- 

ict their final complex mechanical behavior. In addition, we have 

hown that the mechanical response strongly depends on strain 

ate, strain magnitude, and loading mode, which highlights the 

ecessity of complex assessment going beyond a single modu- 

us quantifying the tissue stiffness in a linear elastic deformation 

egime. 

.2. The viscoelastic behavior differs for the different materials 

All materials showed viscoelastic effects during cyclic 

ompression-tension and stress relaxation experiments. The 

ysteresis area during cyclic loading decreased notably be- 

ween the first and second loading cycle, and marginally 

etween all subsequent cycles. This effect was more pro- 

ounced for ChondroFiller liquid than for ADA-GEL and cartilage. 

hondroFiller liquid also showed the fastest relaxation during stress 

elaxation tests, while human cartilage showed the slowest stress 

elaxation with time constants that were approximately twice as 

igh as for the hydrogels. While cartilage and ChondroFiller liquid 

pecimens relaxed to approximately 30% of the initial stress 

ithin 150s, ADA-GEL only relaxed to approximately 80% of the 

nitial stress within the same amount of time. We may, therefore, 

onclude that ChondroFiller liquid and cartilage are more viscous 

han ADA-GEL. 

The viscoelastic effects in native cartilage and hydrogels can be 

ttributed to two different mechanisms: firstly, ener gy dissipation 

n the collagen-protein matrix, and secondly, fluid movement rela- 

ive to the solid matrix. Interestingly, previous studies have shown 

hat in cartilage, both the fibrillar collagen components and the 

rotein matrix, individually exhibit viscoelastic behavior [50,51,74] . 

tructural changes that affect the viscoelastic behavior of the mate- 

ial are also associated with functional modifications. For instance, 

hanges in the stress relaxation behavior of cartilage have been 

hown to closely relate to osteoarthritis [40] . Similarly, a reduction 

n viscous dissipation has been observed for decreasing proteogly- 

an content in the ECM of cartilage due to the mechanical, electri- 

al, and chemical interaction between collagen fibers and proteo- 

lycans [50] . 

In tissue engineering, the formation and composition of the ex- 

racellular matrix (ECM) is an essential factor for the function of 

artilage. The corresponding stress relaxation behavior is an im- 

ortant indicator to assess the suitability of a hydrogel scaffold to 

mbed cells for cartilage engineering. Lee et al. [40] , have demon- 

trated that faster stress relaxation of alginate hydrogels enhances 

artilage matrix formation [40] . To overcome this, tuning the hy- 

rogel towards faster stress relaxation could be a promising ap- 

roach to stimulate ECM formation [40] . The relatively fast relaxing 

lginate hydrogels showed the formation of canonical pericellular 

atrices (PCM), which exhibit bean-shaped morphologies that well 

esemble the natural hyaline cartilage [40] . Furthermore, the num- 

er of chondrocytes was increased, and chondrocytes seemed to 

uild more collagen and sGAG in faster relaxing hydrogels [40] . 

chwarz et al. [29] showed the expression of collagen II and 

ggrecan as relevant markers for hyaline cartilage formation in 

asoseptal chondrocytes embedded in microbial transglutaminase 

rosslinked ADA-GEL [29] . In the present work, we have presented 
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 detailed mechanical analysis of the ADA-GEL hydrogel. The stress 

elaxation (approx. 80% of initial stress after 150 s) was lower than 

or hyaline cartilage and ChondroFiller liquid (approx. 30% of initial 

tress after 150 s), and also than for alginate-PEG based hydrogels 

eported earlier [40] . We assume that the formation of ECM can 

till be triggered by degradation of the ADA-GEL system [29] , re- 

ucing stiffness and ultimately accelerating stress relaxation with 

ncubation time [16] . The change of viscoelasticity, nonlinearity, 

nd stress relaxation of the hydrogels with incubation times > 14 

ays will be subject of future studies to assess the influence of hy- 

rogel degradation on hydrogel mechanics. 

In addition to degradation, it is possible to tune the viscoelas- 

icity and stress relaxation behavior through the adaption of the 

ype of crosslinking, inclusion of cells and molecular spacers, or 

he polymer concentration [40,73,75] . It has been shown that ADA- 

EL hydrogels with embedded high cell numbers ( > 6 mio.ml −1 ) 

how significantly faster stress relaxation in comparison to pristine 

DA-GEL. Hence, while featuring the least stress relaxation in the 

resent mechanical analysis, ADA-GEL hydrogels could be tuned to 

 stress relaxation behavior that better matches human cartilage 

y embedding cells, e.g. chondrocytes, or by further modifications 

f the alginate by, e.g. spacer molecules to alter the ionic crosslink- 

ng of the polysaccharide [40] . Zhao et al. [75] reported that the 

tress relaxation of ionically crosslinked alginate gels was faster in 

omparison to covalently crosslinked alginates [75] . The hydrogel 

ystem used in the present study consisted of ionic (Ca 2 + ), cova- 

ent (enzymatic, ε( γ -glutamyl)lysine) isopeptide bond faciliated by 

icrobial transglutaminase) [16] , and reversible-covalent (Schiff’s 

ase) crosslinking [16] , with a high degree of complexity. Reduc- 

ng the amount of covalent crosslinks by lowering the enzymatic 

r GEL-based crosslinking in the hydrogel could enhance stress re- 

axation ( Fig. 9 ). In addition, a decrease in hydrogel concentrations 

an lead to increased stress relaxation as previously shown for 

lginate-gelatine gels [73] . In future studies, we will assess the ef- 

ect of pH and ionic crosslinker concentration on hydrogel swelling 

nd mechanical properties combined with NMR investigations to 

ain further knowledge about the individual contributions of ionic, 

ovalent, and reversible-covalent crosslinking on the overall hydro- 

el mechanical properties of the presented ADA-GEL system. 

The complex assessment of the viscoelastic behavior of hydro- 

els and hyaline cartilage in the present work could serve as a ba- 

is to re-engineer hydrogel matrices to better meet the properties 

f native cartilage tissue in the future. 

.3. ChondroFiller liquid is more susceptible to mechanical damage 

han ADA-GEL and human cartilage 

Through repeated cyclic experiments, we have investigated 

hether the characteristic conditioning behavior of the materials 

s related to reversible viscoelastic effects or whether irreversible 

amage occurs. Such recovery tests have only rarely been carried 

ut in the literature but provide valuable insights [76] , for instance 

or the field of tissue engineering to stake out areas of applica- 

ion. Cartilage and ADA-GEL both fully recover within a period of 

ne hour ( Fig. 4 ). Therefore, the conditioning behavior, hysteresis, 

nd offset-force may be attributed to visco- and poroelastic ef- 

ects [77] . Similar recovery properties of cartilage have previously 

een reported in the literature [57] . In contrast, ChondroFiller liquid 

nly reaches 70% of its initial stiffness after the same amount 

f time. This indicates that besides reversible viscoelastic effects, 

rreversible structural changes occur during loading. This notion 

s supported by crack formation, which we observed in some of 

he ChondroFiller liquid samples after compression testing, suggest- 

ng that even at low loading of 15% strain fracture and damage 

ithin the samples can occur. It has to be noted, however, that 

e only detected rupture in one ChondroFiller liquid specimen. Yet, 
125 
he results indicate that partial hydrogel damage may lead to the 

bserved reduction in stresses, even after a recovery period of 

ne hour. We suppose that localized stress peaks evolve at the 

nterface between the non-fibrous and fibrous hydrogel phase of 

hondroFiller liquid (Figure 14) which induce the fracture. In addi- 

ion, inhomogeneous diffusion properties may contribute to the 

ifference in the recovery behavior in comparison to uniform ADA- 

EL and cartilage specimens. 

.4. Towards testing procedures and parameters for reliable 

umerical simulations 

With the goal of generating a comprehensive data set to iden- 

ify material parameters for reliable mechanical numerical simu- 

ations, we have performed a testing protocol combining two dif- 

erent loading modes, compression and tension, as well as differ- 

nt loading conditions, such as cyclic and stress-relaxation experi- 

ents. The proposed combined testing procedure starts with three 

ycles of compression-tension loadings at two different strain lev- 

ls to capture the compression-tension asymmetry, the condition- 

ng behavior, and a successive reduction in the hysteresis area with 

ncreasing loading cycle. Furthermore, through the incorporation of 

wo strain levels, it will be possible to identify parameters that 

apture the increasing nonlinearity for higher strains [78] . The sub- 

equent stress relaxation tests quantify the time-dependent behav- 

or of the material. Importantly, mechanical data used for material 

arameter identification should include at least the loading modes 

nd strain levels that occur during the corresponding simulations 

67] . 

When selecting an appropriate testing protocol for material pa- 

ameter identification procedures, it is, therefore, important to con- 

ider both, the mechanical characteristics (e.g., nonlinearity or vis- 

oelasticity) and the loading conditions that will be applied during 

imulations (e.g., loading rates, maximum strains, etc) [55,67,79–

1] . Especially for hydrogels, handled in surgical implantations, 

arge strains ( > 10%) may occur even at relatively low pressure 

10,82,83] . Due to viscoelastic effects, it is not sufficient to record 

he initial loading curve but it is key to include unloading and 

o perform stress relaxation experiments. Through the combina- 

ion of cyclic and stress relaxation experiments, we can signif- 

cantly improve the viscoelastic parameterization, e.g. relaxation 

imes, as conditioning effects and nonlinearity are taken into ac- 

ount. Due to the observed compression-tension-asymmetry, both 

oading modes need to be included for the identification of mate- 

ial parameters to allow for reliable mechanical numerical predic- 

ions. 

The presented assessment featuring multi-modal (tension, com- 

ression) analyses at different strains (5% - 25%) combined with re- 

axation tests provides valuable information for the calibration of 

aterial models in a follow-up study of the present work. When 

ppropriately parameterized [78] , computer simulations can be a 

owerful tool for understanding fundamental processes in mechan- 

transduction of chondrocytes by extracting magnitude, locations 

nd orientations of stresses and strains [49] . In addition, numerical 

imulations could help to estimate the internal stresses and strains 

n native cartilage under physiological loadings and thus could im- 

rove the use of implant materials [49,65] . 

.5. Limitations 

One limitation of our study is the lack of shear data. Native car- 

ilage most certainly experiences shear stresses and strains, even 

nder mostly compressive loading such as standing [65] . In ad- 

ition, we did not investigate anisotropic effects due to fibrillar 

omponents [84,85] and the permeability of the materials, which 

re important properties to establish more complex (poro-elastic) 
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aterial models for numerical simulations. Furthermore, we had 

o reduce the maximum strains applied to cartilage under ten- 

ile loadings and during the combined protocol to adapt to its 

igher stiffness compared to the hydrogels. To overcome these 

imitations in the future, it would be possible to adapt the load- 

ng velocity. Also, to provide more reliable data for human articu- 

ar cartilage, data from significantly more donors should be gath- 

red in the future to increase the total number of samples tested 

nd to account for inter-individual variations. Such patient-specific 

roperties have for instance been included in computational mod- 

ls through the incorporation of quantitative magnetic resonance 

maging data [84] . In addition, the great time effort of preparing 

nd testing the hydrogel samples limited the amount of specimens 

nalyzed in the present study. 

It will be of great importance to examine not only joint car- 

ilage of the human knee, but also from regions with very thick 

r thin cartilage to take into account the mechanical environment. 

n addition, sex hormones play an essential role in the biome- 

hanics of articular cartilage so that both sexes and earlier (pre- 

enopausal) and later points in time must be taken into account. 

or the present investigations, articular cartilage from a single 

ody donor was used. She suffered from osteoarthritis ( Fig. 2 ). 

he cartilage punches used originated from areas with macroscop- 

cally healthy cartilage. Nevertheless, we cannot exclude the pos- 

ibility that degenerative changes already prevailed in the samples 

e took and thus influenced our results. In this case, it would be 

esirable to analyse cartilage stumps that do not yet show any 

igns of osteoarthritis macroscopically. The large standard devia- 

ion in the data of ADA-GEL may be attributed to the stiffening of 

he material throughout the day of testing due to prolonged stor- 

ge required for measuring multiple successive samples, which will 

ave some effect on the results. Potentially, a modification in the 

torage could overcome this problem. Interestingly, we experienced 

o difference in the stress relaxation behavior for different maxi- 

um strains. As strain-dependent viscoelasticity was observed in 

he literature, at least for human articular cartilage, however, this 

ssue should be further investigated in the future [86] . To allow 

or additional structure-property relationship analysis and a better 

nterpretation of the mechanical characteristics observed, we will 

erform further morphological and microstructural assessments of 

he samples such as histological, antibody, or scanning electron mi- 

roscopy in future studies. 

. Conclusion 

In the present study, we have characterized the mechanical be- 

avior of human cartilage, ChondroFiller liquid , and ADA-GEL under 

ultiple loading modes, as well as cyclic loading, and stress relax- 

tion experiments. The results indicate that the materials exhibit 

ifferent characteristics regarding compression-tension asymmetry, 

onlinearity, recoverability, conditioning, and stress relaxation be- 

avior, which are in accordance with differences in the materi- 

ls’ microstructure. By using Second Harmonic Generation imaging, 

e have shown that ChondroFiller liquid consists of a bi-phasic mi- 

rostructure, with fibrous and non-fibrous components in contrast 

o cartilage which is mostly fibrillar, and ADA-GEL, which only con- 

ains non-fibrillar structures. These insights imply important mi- 

rostructural attributes for the interpretation of the complex me- 

hanical behavior investigated in this study. Our results may pro- 

ide a guideline for the design of novel biomaterials for cartilage 

issue engineering based on collagen I (fibrous) or alginate (non- 

brous) components. We have revealed how the choice of fibrous 

nd non-fibrous components might affect the final detailed mate- 

ial characteristics. The provided data set may, therefore, have im- 

ortant implications for mechanical-stimulation-assisted cartilage 

issue engineering based on different deformation modes. The per- 
126 
ormed tests identify parameters that could be modified specifi- 

ally during material development in the tissue engineering pro- 

ess. Furthermore, we have generated a multi-modal data set valu- 

ble to identify viscoelastic parameters for numerical simulations 

f these materials in the future. 
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